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 YKSDİL İNGİLİZCE

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Despite their ----, ability tests are one of the 
most widely used tools that psychology has 
developed.

A)  publications  B)  permissions

C)  appointments D)  limitations

  E)  approvals

2. I don’t know whether you care about it or not 
but my ---- tell me not to trust her. I have had bad 
feelings about her since the day we met. 

A)  deeds  B)  obstacles

C)  packs  D)  instincts

  E)  stakes

3. We can give ---- ways a try. People have been 
applying them for years and we need to admit 
that some of them are really effective. 

A)  abnormal  B)  radical

C)  fl awless  D)  tangible

  E)  alternative

4. Nobody wants to be around her. She has to 
change her ---- towards her team mates if she 
wants to continue being the leader. 

A)  identities  B)  scavengers

C)  defi ciencies  D)  receptions

  E)  attitudes

5. I believe young people of today should be more 
concerned about their future instead of ---- talks 
about clothing and relationships.

A)  reliable  B)  immediate

C)  skilful  D)  constructive

  E)  superfi cial

6. The Black Death, which was an extremely ---- 
pandemic, must have killed nearly one third of 
Europe’s population in the mid- 14th century.

A)  precious  B)  apparent

C)  destructive  D)  superior

  E)  trivial

7. Neanderthals are an extinct species of archaic 
humans. They are known with their ---- forehead 
and chin structure.  

A)  versatile  B)  scented

C)  fateful  D)  unconscious

  E)  distinctive

8. Although it is widely accepted that the rate of 
decline in the number of certain species is ----, 
it is not possible to say that governments are 
doing their best about the problem.

A)  sensible  B)  virtual

C)  terrifi c  D)  critical

  E)  considerate

9. The white-headed eagle, which can be seen 
practically in all parts of North America, feeds 
---- on dead fi sh and rodents.

A)  defi ciently   B)  roughly

C)  correctly  D)  chiefl y

  E)  convincingly

10. The point that I wanted to make in my opening 
speech was so simple but I was surprised to see 
that some people ---- misunderstood it.

A)  inadequately   B)  exclusively

C)  predictably   D)  principally

  E)  completely
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11. Maria had ---- worked her way up from trainee 
to a management position and celebrated her 
promotion with a big party.

A)  contrarily  B)  disorderly

C)  clumsily  D)  fi nally

  E)  furiously

12. The government’s tax increases are sure to 
prove unpopular, ---- among low-paid workers 
since they can’t live on with that small amount 
of money.

A)  maturely  B)  especially

C)  tolerantly  D)  eagerly

  E)  keenly

13. We can’t ---- the spare parts for this machine 
ourselves but we guarantee to fi nd a supplier 
who can and they will be in contact in two days.

A)  ease  B)  employ

C)  contribute  D)  provide

  E)  disguise

14. At the moment I ---- for over two hours a day but 
I intend to move closer to my work in the next 
few months and save up a lot of free time.

A)  fl ourish  B)  commute

C)  exceed  D)  withdraw

  E)  recycle

15. When the police fi rst questioned him, the 
convict ---- being involved in the robbery but the 
owner of the house recognised him. 

A)  blushed  B)  obeyed

C)  harmonized  D)  denied

  E)  compensated

16. The historical building was renovated. However, 
it was done so unprofessionally that it looks like 
it had been ---- with a different one.   

A)  fastened   B)  defi ned 

C)  impeded  D)  maintained

  E)  replaced

17. Although I am the person who takes the credit, I 
need to thank my team. I wouldn’t be able to ---- 
their help. 

A)  check out  B)  let down

C)  do without  D)  keep away

  E)  put forward

18. I am looking for someone who can ---- the 
project when I take a vacation. If I can’t fi nd 
anyone, we may need to cancel our plans. 

A)  blow up  B)  go off

C)  keep to  D)  take over

  E)  cut down

19. I clearly remember that my family was able 
to ---- on very little money when I was young; 
therefore, I couldn’t buy what I wanted.

A)  fi ll in  B)  look after

C)  get by  D)  take back

  E)  give in

20. Although this face paint is suitable to use with 
children, it should be ---- them because of the 
heavy chemicals it includes. 

A)  stood for  B)  put through

C)  thrown up  D)  wrapped up

  E)  got away from
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1. She is a hard person to understand. Her face 
literally shows no ---- that can give you a hint 
what she is feeling or thinking. 

A)  carriage  B)  ammunition

C)  falsehood  D)  ignorance

  E)  expression

2. The 89th Oscars witnessed a false announcement 
of the best movie. The ---- of the audience when 
the winner was announced again was worth 
seeing. 

A)  malfunction  B)  deduction

C)  amazement  D)  temptation

  E)  immunity

3. The ---- behind his resignation is shown as the 
dispute between him and his manager. However, 
there are also rumours saying that he got fi red. 

A)  variable  B)  pattern

C)  harbour  D)  gadget

  E)  reason

4. We have a tight schedule today. Therefore; if 
there is nobody who has any ----, I want to move 
on with our next topic.

A)  deadline  B)  objection

C)  majority  D)  warrant

  E)  peninsula

5. The computer programmer was ---- that there 
were so many mistakes in the programme he 
had written but a friend of his helped him to 
correct his mistakes.

A)  graceful  B)  unaware

C)  offensive  D)  virtuous

  E)  obedient

6. As the temperatures decrease with the onset of 
winter, the conditions in the refuge camp will 
become more ----. Life will certainly be harder.

A)  benefi cial  B)  domestic

C)  nocturnal  D)  severe

  E)  primitive

7. I can’t understand how stupid those people are. 
Although I put a label saying ---- on the box, they 
threw it to each other and broke many of the 
things in it.

A)  fragile  B)  various

C)  scenic  D)  capable

  E)  identical

8. In a time of crisis, the manager asks the workers 
whom she believes to be the most ---- to arrive 
an hour earlier than usual.

A)  indifferent  B)  loyal

C)  inconsistent  D)  hidden

  E)  restrictive

9. Health offi cials warn that anyone who looks ---- 
at the Sun during an eclipse may put their sight 
at risk and they should use sunglasses.

A)  fl uently  B)  enviously

C)  tentatively  D)  directly

  E)  irregularly

10. Following last week’s major art theft from the Art 
Gallery, the premises were searched ---- by the 
police but they couldn’t fi nd anything.

A)  thoroughly  B)  approximately

C)  abundantly  D)  scarcely

  E)  barely
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11. This course covers a wide range of advanced 
mathematics and is intended mainly, but not ----, 
for those who wish to go on to research.

A)  intentionally  B)  severely

C)  defectively  D)  exclusively

  E)  identically

12. My parents were waiting ---- for me outside while 
I was trying to fi nish my exam in the hall. Their 
presence helped me a lot during the exam.

A)  favourably  B)  sensitively

C)  convincingly  D)  anxiously

  E)  agreeably

13. Her doctor took a tissue sample to be ---- in 
the laboratory before establishing her fi nal 
diagnosis, so she is waiting anxiously in the 
corridor of the hospital. 

A)  emerged  B)  scattered

C)  impacted  D)  examined

  E)  uncovered

14. Scientists say that most indigenous peoples of 
the Americas ---- from people who migrated from 
Siberia across the Bering Strait almost fi fteen 
thousand years ago.

A)  descend  B)  inhibit

C)  revolve  D)  alternate

  E)  remove

15. Although we ---- some problems during the 
initial stages of the project, we never thought of 
abandoning it.  We carried on as we planned.

A)  clarifi ed  B)  recognized

C)  encountered   D)  defi ned

  E)  altered

16. Feeding on fruits, leaves and tall grasses, 
elephants ---- hundreds of pounds of food and 
drink up to 190 litres of water a day.

A)  utilize  B)  enlarge

C)  consume  D)  resolve

  E)  enhance

17. The fi re alarm, which later ---- to be a false one, 
gave the security some tense moments and they 
are still on alert.

A)  carried on  B)  ran over

C)  turned out  D)  set up

  E)  given out

18. Scientists believe that so many animal 
species were ---- in a disaster that occurred 
approximately 250 million years ago.

A)  put away  B)  turned off

C)  taken for  D)  wiped out

  E)  sent for

19. Although the new law has ---- some changes 
in education, it cannot be said that it is a total 
solution. There is a long way to cover.

A)  brought about  B)  turned up

C)  made up  D)  given in

  E)  dropped out

20. Realizing I was going to miss the boat to go to 
work, I quickly ---- my clothes and dashed out of 
the house and arrived at my offi ce in time.

A)  came by  B)  took over

C)  got off  D)  put on

  E)  kept on
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1. Despite their serious mental disability, 
many autistic children are able to display 
extraordinary ---- in areas such as mathematics, 
music or art.

A)  denials  B)  offences

C)  talents  D)  rehearsals

  E)  admissions

2. Archaeological ---- have recently uncovered 
evidence of prehistoric man in Africa, which fi lls 
a gap in our previous knowledge.

A)  evolutions  B)  complexities

C)  nominations  D)  excavations

  E)  intervals

3. To teach young dogs complex tricks, you need 
a certain amount of sensitivity and ---- otherwise 
you can fail.

A)  possession  B)  opposition

C)  resistance  D)  insurance

  E)  patience

4. Rules prohibit hunting the endangered species 
yet being away from hunters does not mean 
complete ----.

A)  safety  B)  removal

C)  treatment  D)  attempt

  E)  auction

5. More than one hundred people are reported 
to have been killed in the ---- clashes between 
the two rival groups in the northern part of the 
country.

A)  graceful  B)  indifferent

C)  benefi cial  D)  violent

  E)  capable

6. Before the invention of gun-powder, people used 
---- weapons such as swords, bows and spears 
to hunt wild animals.

A)  envious  B)  ambiguous

C)  desperate  D)  vague

  E)  primitive

7. You may not think that you are ---- enough but I 
think you can achieve whatever you want in this 
area. I believe your ability to do the right things.

A)  mutual  B)  slight

C)  defi cient  D)  competent

  E)  loose

8. Students should not be sent home early if ---- 
weather is approaching as they are safer at 
school than in a bus or car.

A)  decisive  B)  severe

C)  trivial  D)  diverse

  E)  superfi cial

9. Some researchers say that our body is ---- 
designed to eat the larger meal at lunch as our 
digestion system works better between 10 a.m. 
and 2 p.m.

A)  randomly  B)  traditionally

C)  increasingly  D)  actually

  E)  voluntarily

10. Although some people think that Alice in 
Wonderland was written ---- for children it aimed 
to comment on certain social issues.

A)  watchfully  B)  adequately

C)  mainly  D)  oddly

  E)  truthfully
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11. Levels of heart disease among people in rural 
areas are ---- lower than those living in urban 
areas.

A)  defi ciently  B)  aimlessly

C)  purposefully  D)  considerably

  E)  deliberately

12. The blood bank announced that they ---- needed 
donors to give blood after the disaster that 
demolished the city and soon many people 
appeared and wanted to help. 

A)  vividly  B)  crucially

C)  decently  D)  randomly

  E)  faintly

13. You are ---- to have a lawyer and I recommend 
you not to say anything before your lawyer 
comes. Everything you say can be used against 
you. 

A)  scolded  B)  scanned

C)  penalized  D)  choked

  E)  entitled

14. Playing video games may be benefi cial for 
children. Studies show that it ---- both visual 
and audial memory but it has some side effects 
which we need to be careful about.

A)  enhances  B)  imitates

C)  hampers  D)  declines

  E)  teases

15. It is important to design children’s rooms with 
written sources and materials that they can ---- 
from to develop their literacy. 

A)  debate  B)  magnify

C)  raise  D)  facilitate

  E)  benefi t

16. Our neighbour said that she wouldn’t ---- if the 
thief returned her stolen purse and she went one 
step further and said that she would reward him. 

A)  validate  B)  prosecute

C)  sacrifi ce  D)  challenge

  E)  accomplish

17. Jonathan ---- on his sister because he was so 
tired of listening to her problems on the phone 
and went to bed to have some rest.

A)  went through B)  ran into

C)  broke down  D)  looked into

  E)  hung up

18. Students knew the paper was due on Monday, 
but they ---- studying until it was too late, so 
they all failed their exams.

A)  set off  B)  sent out

C)  kept on  D)  put off

  E)  pointed out

19. This is the most intensive language course I 
have ever taken, so I have to study four hours 
per night just to ---- the pace of the class.

A)  keep up with  B)  look back on

C)  fall behind  D)  get away with

  E)  live on

20. Popular protest and extensive media coverage 
fi nally helped ---- change in the country’s 
environmental policies.

A)  calm down  B)  check in

C)  lay off  D)  bring about

  E)  tell apart
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1. He started playing the piano for fun but later 
became a(n) ---- and earned a lot of money. Now 
he is an outstanding pianist.

A)  trainee  B)  satisfaction

C)  professional  D)  apprentice

  E)  challenge

2. He was diagnosed with cancer and since then he 
has started to grow old quickly. Although he is 
only 43, he has grey hair on his head and ---- on 
his face.

A)  observatories B)  patches

C)  wrinkles  D)  tissues

  E)  paralysis

3. One pedagogue says that children are not lazy. 
You need to fi nd the right ---- that appeal to 
them. That is the real problem.

A)  incentives  B)  handicrafts

C)   scholarships D)  paraphrases

  E)  defi nitions

4. The containers used for transporting live 
animals have air holes so the animals don’t die 
of ----. They travel comfortably.

A)  suffocation  B)  participation 

C)  involvement  D)  connection

  E)  objection

5. I am not sure about starting business with 
her since everyone says that she is too ---- for 
money. You know her better than anyone else, 
so what do you recommend?

A)  illiterate  B)  greedy

C)  obedient  D)  cautious

  E)  eminent

6. Working at home and keeping in contact with 
the offi ce by phone and the Internet is becoming 
increasingly ----.

A)  common  B)  eager

C)  considerate  D)  additional

  E)  vague

7. Although I had made a reservation, when we 
arrived at the restaurant there weren’t any tables 
----, so we left the restaurant in anger and went 
somewhere else.

A)  inaccessible  B)  remote

C)  steep  D)  approximate

  E)  available

8. John’s decision to study business management 
rather than art at university was a very ---- one 
as it is very diffi cult to get work as an artist.

A)  hasty  B)  wise

C)  risky  D)  reckless

  E)  imprecise

9. The hotel is ---- recommended for those who 
love the countryside as it is situated near a lake 
in the mountains.

A)  fl uently  B)  desperately

C)  barely  D)  highly

  E)  impatiently

10. Deforestation is caused ---- by farmers and 
ranchers who destroy thousands of trees 
without replacing them.

A)  cautiously  B)  warily

C)  mainly  D)  frankly

  E)  faithfully
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11. In 1964, NASA achieved the fi rst fl y by Mars and 
sent 21 photos of it unlike the ---- attempts to 
do this, which changed the pace of the space 
exploration.

A)  cautious  B)  tactless

C)  defi nite  D)  previous

  E)  immortal

12. The government was unwilling to compromise 
but they eventually agreed to a tax decrease but 
they did so ----.

A)  extensively  B)  notably

C)  exceptionally D)  respectfully

  E)  reluctantly

13. The quantity of fresh water poured to the 
Atlantic Ocean is enormous; indeed, it ---- for a 
fi fth of the total volume of fresh water entering 
the oceans worldwide.

A)  accounts   B)  adjusts

C)  destroys  D)  comprises

  E)  arranges

14. The university of Oxford, the oldest university in 
the English-speaking world, ---- from 1249 when 
the fi rst college was founded.

A)  inspires  B)  respects

C)  assembles  D)  compiles

  E)  dates

15. Too many undergraduates today ---- 
mathematics as a static subject with a set of 
algorithms to be applied unthinkingly to known 
problems.

A)  frighten  B)  regard

C)  compose  D)  retain

  E)  organise

16. Though the Chinese used gunpowder in warfare 
in the 9th century, guns were not developed until 
the Europeans ---- gunpowder in the 13th century.

A)  neglected  B)  displayed

C)  acquired  D)  posed

  E)  ignored

17. When the plane ----, my aunt was scared 
because she had never been on an airplane 
before but during the fl ight she calmed down a 
lot.

A)  took off  B)  handed over

C)  turned down  D)  brought up

  E)  came about

18. For the fi rst time in eight years, increases in 
college faculty salaries in England failed to ---- 
infl ation, according to a new survey.

A)  break off  B)  get by

C)  pass out  D)  keep up with

  E)  look on

19. A nuclear family is ---- parents and one or more 
children living in the same household, which is 
the most portrayed family type on television.

A)  fallen through B)  made up of

C)  dropped out  D)  taken over

  E)  set off

20. Sociology has long been very concerned 
with the origins of war, and many thousands 
of theories have been ----, many of which are 
contradictory.

A)  broken in  B)  kept out

C)  run into  D)  wiped out

  E)  put forward


